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"We want all Black children
educated, taught and trained
by their own teachers.  Under

such schooling system we
believe we will make a better

nation of people"

“He who gives the diameter of your
knowledge prescribes the 

circumference of your activity…” 

- The Honorable Minister  
Louis Farrakhan 
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106-08 West 127th Street  

New York, NY 10027 

(646) 907-8083 

 

FOLLOW US @NYCMUI

Muhammad Mosque No. 7C 
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Brooklyn, NY 11207 

(718) 342-1900 
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muinewyork@gmail.com 

www.muinyc.org 



Our mission is to administer the pedagogy 
of Master Fard Muhammad as lead, and all 
pedagogy that follow that lead, to produce 
supremely intelligent, spiritually astute, 
morally upright, and academically 
accelerated students who are equipped with 
the knowledge, wisdom and understanding 
necessary to usher in the Kingdom of God. 

OUR  MISS ION

Muhammad University of Islam, New York 
City serves students comprised of Muslims 
and God-Conscious children of all ages 
from Pre-K to 8th grade within the New 
York Metropolitan area.  We aim to provide 
an education rooted in the wisdom and 
knowledge of God which will produce the 
future rulers of a new world of peace. 

OUR  COMMITMENT  TO

YOU

A curriculum rooted in Supreme Wisdom 

and reinforced by: 

• Spiritual Study 

• An accelerated, rigorous curriculum 

• Hybrid Online/In-person Instruction 

• Foreign language instruction 

• Enriching field trips 

• Community service 

• After school program 

• Instruction tailored to gender, age and          

   academic ability 

KEY  ELEMENTS  

WHAT  WE  OFFER

Students will be nurtured through the arts, 
sports, and life skills.  Students will be called 
upon to assist in creating and instituting a 
student government based upon freedom, 
justice and equality.  Students will receive 
Islamic instruction while being immersed in an 
environment in which positive reinforcement 
will be utilized to build self-esteem.   

Muhammad University of Islam, New York 
City infuses the social benefits of a traditional 
school with the security and love of a home 
setting.  Utilizing technology as a teaching tool 
through online-based curriculum, in-person 
educators will be able to teach and train 
our children in the way of righteousness, 
decency and self-respect.  

The curriculum, while meeting CORE 
requirements for New York State, will put God 
at the forefront and focus on teaching the 
knowledge of God and the true knowledge of 
Self and others.  

magine an environment where 
learning is a joy; where the 
curriculum is designed to prepare 
students for a changing world; 
where everyone discovers the 
exhilarating chemistry between 
academics, the arts, and the 
knowledge of God and Self.
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